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Change: To Be
OrNotToBe

DIP Arya was disconsolate. Plan
Revamp, the system he had
partly engineered, and put in
place painstakingly four years
ago, was today being torn to
shreds by the new director of op-
rations of Mebrisk India, Kevin

Mathais. To make matters worse, Kevin
had asked Adip: "Why have you done this?
What did you save?"

They had debated it for three days. The
verdict was that the Rs 17 crore the com-
pany had spent on Plan Revamp was unnec-
essary. Uniquely, at the end of the three days,
Adip could not fault Kevin's arguments. Worse,
he even conceded that the old-system could
work, albeit with some changes.

Confused and troubled, Adip met Hemant
Trivedi, his boss and general manager (commer-
cial). "How is it that I did not think about it?" he

,lamented. Hemant smiled. "Such is change," he said.
"Three years ago, could we have even thought about get-
ting yesterday's sales and stocks position in by today morn-
ing and at each and every location? It was unimaginable! To-
day, you have forgotten what it was like not to have information
in real time."

The events of the last four years flashed before Adip. It all
started in 1997 when operations and finance was taken over by
Parthiv Vyas. Parthiv was bothered by the climate of competition
that had seized the environment. More than that, Parthiv, who
came from an entirely commercially-driven environment at

Three years and Rs 17 crore later, Mebrlsk
India discovered Its system revamp
was a completely futile exercise. But
was It so profitless after all?

This case study was first published in BW,
1May 2000.
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Delaware where he was general manager (op-
erations), was irked by the virtual inertia of
commercial at Mebrisk. The tug-of-war that
raged year after year between sales and pro-
duction could have been prevented if only
commercial had been proactive. he felt.

Almost immediately Parthiv said to his
team: "I am going to change you - from be-
ing bean counters. you will become busi-
nessmen. First. I am going to question
everything that you have been doing. What
is our working capital doing for us?"

They went through a nerve-wracking
exercise. at the end of which.

Parthiv declared: "I want a zero
or negative working capital.

And this is how: one-
month credit from the

suppliers. a business
cycle that is less

than a month. and before you have
paid for the raw materials. you

should recover money from
debtors. thin stock positions.

say. three to four days. to al-
low for transit time and you
will be making money out
of thin air."

Parthiv ran a fine
toothcomb over every .ac-
tivity in the supply chain.
Arduous debates later.
he said: "I will ask my
vendor to supply me on
a just-in-time (HT) ba-
sis. Every morning.
every factory must be
able to tell the vendor
what it plans to make in
the next three days. and
that is what the vendor
will supply. But at every
factory. the mantra for in-

ventories will be HT. On
the distribution side. he

found that the production
plan was not in sync with the

sales plan. Parthiv blamed the
performance parameters ofthe

factories: man hours per tonne.
machine hours per tonne and idle

capacity reduction.
So. the factories produced what

they desired irrespective of what the mar-
ket needed. while proudly displaying never-

before rates of man hours per tonne.
And how did they do this? Irrespective of

stockpiles in their stores. they produced what was
good for the health of their performance indicators. "No

wonder your closing stock of finished goods is made up of
mostly large packs. while sales demand stands unmet for smaller
pack sizes," pointed Parthiv.

Annoyingly. no one would take ownership
for the unsold stocks. The sales team said
they had not asked for it. The production de-
partment said it was exactly as per plans. And
the difference between sales forecast and ac-
tual sales was usually 60%.

But these forecasts became the template
for everything that transpired at Mebrisk, for
production planning. ordering inventories •...
The whole pipeline got disrupted. and conse-
quently. everybody pitched for higher safety
stocks. "Can you see that?" asked Parthiv.
"One frantic phone call from Dibrugarh for
1.000 l-kg packs of cooking oil invariably sent
the whole system into convulsions. And this
resulted in frenzied stock movements from
one depot to another. from one factory to an-
other and unscheduled ordering of raw mate-
rials. And the unbeatable explanation for
forecasts?"

"But the markets are so dynamic!" mimicked Parthiv.
"And you commercial men should have blazed your radar on

the factories and examined why they did not carry stocks as per
forecasts!" said Parthiv. The resistance to changing the production
plan was endemic in the system. from the factory manager who
watched his machine hour per tonne to the workers who watched
their bonus for delivering a certain productivity. which was meas-
ured in man hours per tonne. So. everyone resisted change.

'Early man didn't wait for James Watt to fire the steam engine
to cover distances. He used a crude version of an angular plane.
the wheel. the horse. and I'd say that's what powered Watt to
think steam'

PARTHIVwas demanding a paradigm shift. "What I found
is. if the sales forecast reached on time. it was incorpo-
rated into the production plan. If it did not reach by the
fourth or fifth day of the planning cycle. production plans
went ahead on their own. Naturally. So the first thing to do

is to connect everybody - factories with depots to regions to
head office.tPerrnissions and sanctions simply fell in place as
Parthiv ordered every location to be provided with V-Sat connec-
tions at a huge cost. wiring the entire company across the country.
The result was unbelievable. The information on stock levels
reached head office every morning.

Parthiv went on: "If I have to plan production for tomorrow. I
must have data today." There were gasps across the length and
breadth of the company. The men's room mantra went. 'Parthiv
has flipped it.'

The truth was that he hadn't, Data flowed in miraculously.
much to the amazement of the team which slaved on it night and
day. Parthiv's vision stayed: everyday's production had to be
planned. Nothing would be produced if it was not planned. In
other words. he was going to reduce the production planning cy-
cle from one month to one week. and eventually. to one day.

He did not stop at that. The company had a mix of products
and pack sizes that were either slow- moving or fast-moving. Since
demand varied erratically for its hygiene products and ready-to-
cook products, it created bottlenecks in the production and
trucking plans. It was worse in the case of small-volume items like
talcum powder. Thus, for instance, ifhe had 15 stock points in the
country, then talcum powder had to be stocked at these points.
The transport logistics demanded that a full truck be sent. As a re-
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suit, the factories dispatched 150 tonnes oftalc, when, in fact, the
annual sale was just 22 tonnes. "That means we produce and
stock eight times!" said Parthiv.

Parthiv declared that it made sense to manufacture the entire
year's need of slow- moving products and dispatch it to the zonal
stock points (ZSPs), which he was about to set up. That way the
production set up and re-set up runs were minimised.

RATHERthan ship the entire production to the various de-
pots, which usually resulted in uneconomic trucking
loads, or large stock piles at every stocking point, Parthiv
suggested the setting up of ZSPs which would carry each
zones' needs of the slow- moving items. If such items were

sent to the stockist, he would end up carrying more than his
weekly requirement of the item and that was deemed cost ineffec-
tive. Therefore, such items were sent to the ZSPs and held in stock
from where the dispatches could be made to the stockist based on
his demand. So, ZSPs were set up and systems put in place. These
would operate on a replenishment basis.

The same system was put in place for faster-moving items like
hygiene care. Whatever the stockist sold of these high-volume
items each day was replenished the next day.

As for the factories, one single objective was placed: 'Everyday
in the morning you will get a dispatch plan. You will merely dis-
patch and make your next day's production plans.' The sales
branches were assigned a volume target, but he also demanded
accuracy of forecasts.

And, thus, it went on for two years, to everyone's joy and profit.
The plan was successfully executed, stocks were in sync and the
old tussle between sales and production stopped. The factories
got used to several changes to their production plan and, in fact,
enjoyed the challenge.

Better still, working capital, which was 33% of the turnover,
came down to 3% and soon nil. In short, the new supply chain sys-
tem was a work of art.

Then came January 2000, when Parthiv left to join the dotcom
bandwagon. Kevin took over and the unexpected happened. After
a month of patting the boys for winning the Y2Kwar, Kevin turned
his sights on Plan Revamp. Soon after joining, he said to the com-
mercial team: "This is too high a cost to pay. Additional space cost
ofthe ZSPs, and the entire system management cost is prohibi-
tive. I don't think anything has been achieved."

"But just take a look at the working capital savings!" said the
commercial team.

"That is manageable in a different manner," said Kevin. "Can
the production logistics not be changed? Can't the truck loads be
rationalised differently? Let the factory worry about what to pro-
duce and when to produce, leth do the logistics, the dispatch
mixes. For example, if the factory at Pune is supplying jams to
Nashik, then typically, the Nashik stockist's godown could be a
conduit for dispatches to the stockists in the state of Maharashtra.
It should be the point at which load mixing takes place for other
depots in western India. So why have ZSPs?" And he went on to
detail a very complex but tenable argument for his case.

"Likewise," he went on, "factories can produce the low-vol-
ume items in bulk, that's okay, but there is no need to stockpile
these items at the ZSPs. Move it to the stockists directly and hold
them there." In short, his objective was: shift stock keeping back
to the factories or to the stockists. Move production planning
back to the factory, which will decide what and how much, and
accordingly, shipments will take place, it will not work backwards.
Sales will not tell production what to produce. In essence, Kevin

was reverting to 1997. Sizing the mood, he said: "Plan Revamp is
pointless. Moving stocks from the factory to zones is pointless.
Stocks can be produced in bulk, but should be stocked at facto-
ries. In fact, if I have reduced working capital and stocks, I should
also reduce space." Turning to Adip, he asked: "How did you agree
to Plan Revamp? What have you saved?"

What had changed was the comfort level that IT had brought
into Mebrisk. It had changed the whole paradigm of running the
business. "Then you discovered IT,"said Kevin, "and put together
a change. It may have reduced the chasm between sales and pro-
duction plans, but your working capital savings are illusory. For all
it had done was shift the stocks from the factories to the zones."

Now in less than three years, they were moving three steps
ahead. As Hemant now said to an agonised Adip: "Today, a fac-
tory and a depot are so well-connected, despite some being in
remote places, that we don't need anyone either from Bangalore
or Uttar Pradesh to speak to each other. The system will tell them
what to do. You don't need a manager in UP to monitor it, you
don't need an officer in Ludhiana to chase trucks, you don't need
the marketing cell to grope around watching slow-moving items.
The factories and stockists today are well-connected and wired,
they can handle it independent of head office sleuths! The prob-
lem is we have never used IT at this level. Certainly, not in the sales
and stocks system," ended Hemant.

But as far as Adip was concerned, life was changing so fast that
he was unable to even stop and evaluate his iterations.

Hemant went on, "The year 1997was when e-cornmerce came
to us from a foreign consultant. So we said, to internalise the value
of e-cornmerce, we must do all this. But what we missed was that
it is not the new system that is reaping results, but a new way of
managing via e-cornmerce. We have just stepped on the learning
curve from an era when we did not have the tools to put a viable
system in place.

"Creating a system which can capture sales, stocks, churn out
data and information is possible for most organisations. But only
when it is woven into a communication system that can network
all the data points and move the data back and forth that we have
intelligent, useful, actionable information everyday. As a result,
we can create a more meaningful and result-oriented supply
chain system as is being suggested by Kevin. Yet, who knows?
Three years down the line, even this may appear inefficient!

"Today, things have become so dependable, so easy that you
can revert to the factory-driven planning and production system.
But that is viable only because you have a communication system
which is so strong that you can make sure that factory and sales do
what they are expected to do. Today, your information system and
network is so intelligent that when a stockist sells something, the
data simply goes and sits in the factory system. Youdon't need any
of the old intermediaries to hound, watch and holler. Everything
is online and immediate. So, we have the software, hardware and
the communication networks to make it possible.

"The difference between Kevin's amazement and your embar-
rassment is info tech. It's a difference of more than two years.
Without it, managers at Mebrisk would have moved on without
the learning."

Adip was not consoled. "That makes me look like a joker!" he
said. "Kevin's argument is fair, but how do I justify my 1997 deci-
sion? Forme to explain to him the situation that was prevaiiingin
1996 was difficult. I told him we were producing one thing when
we needed to sell other things. He was amazed. Here is Kevin, five
years younger, 10 years smarter, speaks in bytes and chips, takes
one look at my Plan Revamp and gasps!
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"He has come to Mebrisk when everything is

available. He has come after the entire country
has been wired. And he finds it difficult to
comprehend that as recently as the late
1990s, fundamental stuff like daily sales,
daily stocks, who is sending what and how
much to whom, etc., was just not possible.
That until 1997, we had seven managers
chasing truck routes, looking for trucks
that had left the factory four days ago and
not reached the depots! Yet, there was always
tremendous activity - but no optirnaliry,"
said Hemant.

"The difference between Kevin's surprise and
your embarrassment is IT,"said Hemant gently. "Andit is
a difference of just two- and-a-halfyears. This change is terrific for
organisations. Maybe Rs 17 crore went into it. But are we saying
this was a waste? If it hadn't happened, would this whole revolu-
tion in IT have happened at Mebrisk? These are what I call step
changes. Youcan't reach level three without traversing level one or
two. If the 1997-2000 period had not happened, we wouldn't be at
this stage of evolution today.

"In the 1980s, when we hired a consultant to devise a system,
we expected it to last 10 years at least. That was because the en-
vironment did not change a great deal, did not demand so much
agility from-companies, competition was not so sophisticated
and intelligent.

Today, smaller companies have the nerve to invest Rs 15 crore
to wire up the whole country and every retail outlet, just to be able
to know who sold how much.

"Recall 1984 when the first batch of computers came in, what
did we say? Rs 1.8lakh per PC?No, no, too much money! Don't for-
get that too was an opportunity to move over to more sophisti-
cated methods, which we bypassed. Yes, we had a 1406 main-
frame, but it did not proffer the ability that we could have had
with PCs. Again, that was an era when it was not even conceived
that PCs could lend sophistication and agility. By the time we in-
vested in PCs it was 1990.We lost five years of learning, because it
was only in 1990 that we started experiencing a more agile and ef-
ficient operation in a number of areas.

"So it is like this: the difference between having made this
change three years ago and not having done it, is similar to what
we lost by not embracing the PC culture in 1984.Youmust change
with technology, that is how you learn to appreciate the change
and decide in what direction you want to grow. I'll say the direc-
tion of your growth becomes a choice available when you are will-..

ing to enter the tide and be tossed around. Not by standing on the
banks and waiting for the tide to change.

EVEN today what are they telling me? 'Listen, wait, naya
package aa raha hai, it will be Y2Kcompliant, it will be all
comprehensive, ... abhi ruk jao.' But you have to jump in at
some stage, spend the money, learn, reiterate, spend more
money, modify, revise ... only then the learning takes place.

Early man did not wait for James Watt to fire the steam engine so
that distances could be covered. He used a crude version of an an-
gular plane, the wheel, horses and I'd say that's what powered
Watt to think steam.

"Today, we are wiser. Having done it four years ago, we have re-
alised what is possible. But if we hadn't done that, a generation of
people would have moved on without the learning. And they
would have reached a stage in their evolution when the change
would not have impacted them. And as many people who partici-
pate in this start appreciating it, start thinking like James Watt and
contribute to new thinking.

"The environment is never going to be static. Youhave to start
somewhere, either 1997 or 2000. Those who adopted the change in
1985 made wise changes in 1990, those who made the change in
1995will make wiser changes in 2001 and those who didn't will bat-
tle those who have adopted change, then concede, then start learn-
ing in 2001 by which time others have covered bigger ground."

Patting Adip on the back, Hemant said: "Don't fret. It's the
price we pay for evolution. If this opportunity had not been par-
ticipated in, it could have created serious lapses in our strategic
thinking. Today if you can ask, 'why didn't I think about this?', it is
because you energised your mind once to think differently. If you
hadn't, you would not be perceiving the difference today." •



ANALYSIS I: SAURAV ADHIKARI

Shaking The Foundation
Saurav Adhikari is the president of HeL Technologies (BPO division), North America.

IEe-commerce era arriveth. Poor
Adip Arya. Little did he know that op-
eration revamp would cause a turbu-
lence that would reverberate across
Mebrisk. Actually, there is little to fault

Adip Arya for. Nor Hemant Trivedi. Nor
ParthivVyas.

In fact, I would fault Kevin Mathias for
his roughshod ways in introducing his
e-commerce initiative. In fact, had Mathias
seriously dwelled on the historic basis for
operation revamp, he would have found lit-
tle conflict between Vyas's initiatives and
what he was setting out to do. In fact, it is my
contention that Vyas laid the basis on which
Mathias could subsequently build on.

Let us quickly look at the issues in this
case of operations revamp at Mebrisk:

First is the critical issue of the produc-
tion - sales conflict and the wide variance
in the sales forecast - plans.

Second is the issue of productivity
measures at the factory level and, impor-
tantly, lack of inventory level measures at
the sales end.

Third is the issue of the Rs 17-crore in-
vestment in V-SATsand communication
infrastructure to drive operation revamp.

Fourth, the immediate benefits of a
tight process re-engineering covering the
entire supply chain.

Fifrh is the change of guard from Vyas
to Mathias, coinciding with the e-com-
merce revolution.

I will answer these issues not necessar-
ily sequentially, but in support of my pre-
vious contention thatVyas laid the basis
for the e-commerce initiatives to follow.

The e-commerce wave has rol ed out at
a relentless pace worldwide. Unlike physi-
cal assets and technology which require
long lead times and absorption rates, IT
can be more easily configured into a com-
pany's operating structure, subject of
course to the willingness to change.

The paradigm shift that Vyas engi-
neered was significant. He shook up a
lethargic system and made it an accurate
forecasting base model

Too much has been made of the mys-
tique of e-commerce. In reality, e-com-
merce is nothing more than commerce
transacted over the Net using all the capa-
bilities that existing hardware, software
and connectivity that comes with it, which
enables business to be more responsive to
the entire business cycle.

Today, a business is no longer seen as in-
dividual elements comprising sales, mar-
keting, production, logistics, finance, as part
of the internal enterprise. Nor are suppliers,
transporters, warehouses, distributors seen
as distinctive elements of the external enter-
prise. The concept today is of an integrated
extended enterprise where all elements,
both upstream and downstream, are linked
into one chain using a host ofIT applica-
tions such as enterprise resource planning,
supply chain management and customer
relationship management (CRM).Even the
consumer today gets linked into the ex-
tended enterprise with CRM, thanks to the
power of the Net to seamlessly do all this.
This phenomenon even in the mid-90s was
not forecast by many enterprises. Witness
the moves by many large corporates includ-
ing General Motors and Ford, who are Web-
enabling their business so as not to be
washed away by the tide of e-commerce.
Yesterday's decision for many of them
seems irrelevant, if not antiquated, in the
context of the Net economy.'

So what did Vyas do right? First, he
brought a sense of discipline into Mebrisk's
planning cycle. A difference of 60% be-
tween sales forecast and actual sales is un-
acceptable and reflective of lax manage-
ment. The fact that the production team
could go ahead and produce irrespective of
market needs just to meet man-hours-per-
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tonne criteria is patently absurd.
Second, Vyas introduced productivity

and incentive measures in tune with the
requirements of business. Producing to
plan and forecasting accuracy within
plus-minus 3% was essential. Without this
basic alignment between production and
sales, two commonly antagonistic depart-
ments in every corporation, no progress
could be made.

Third, vendors were put on to just-in-
time as an integral basis for planning and
working capital reduction.

Fourthly, he invested Rs 17 crore in
V-SATconnections. This linkage allowed
free and easy flow of data leading to high
accuracy in the planning process. In fact,
this laid the basis for the e-commerce data
flows that Mathias was to inherit in Y2K.

Finally, and most importantly, the para-
digm shift that Vyas engineered at Mebrisk
was his most significant contribution. He
shook up a lethargic systems and made it
work. And what did Vyas do wrong?

The only accusation could be that he did
not automate Web-enable the sales, logistics
and production systems. But logically this
had to happen over time and only after the
business process had been reengineered.

Today we take Virtual Private Networks
and enterprise- wide software for granted.
At the time Vyaswas trying to introduce his
changes, it may have been inappropriate
to introduce these without a sense of disci-
pline. Despite wide availability of soft-
ware, forecasting still remains the domain
of sales managers, as subtle changes in
market trends and demands cannot be
forecast with accuracy without the correct
inputs by software. As we know, good in-
put leads to good output.

What Mathias shook Adip Arya with
was a historical progression from the era
of system-driven to software and e-com-
merce-driven enterprises. If only all of us
have the ability to forecast the future with
great accuracy we could all be visionaries.

Vyas, in my opinion, laid the basis for
the e-commerce initiatives that Mathias
found so easy to initiate in a more disci-
plined Mebrisk. Bravo Vyas! Good luck,
Mathias! And Adip, you don't need to fret.
Enjoy the e-commerce era. _
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Step In TheRight Direction
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I
N a large number of organisations,
when decisions pertaining to informa-
tion technology taken a few years back
are reviewed in today's context many
appear to be wrong or inadequately ap-

praised. This is largely due to significant
growth and changes in technology, com-
bined with substantial reduction in prices
of IT products, brought about by intense
competition in the market place.

Perhaps, what is required is a shift in
the traditional way of appraising invest-
ments in IT.

The 'engineering' mentality of apprais-
ing projects has to give way to one that
evaluates, inter alia, non-quantifiable
benefits that accrue from investments in
information technology. Decision-makers
in most organisations are neither sensitive
enough to understand IT - its capabilities
and limitations - nor are the IT personnel
savvy enough to comprehend business re-
quirements and their nuances.

Mebrisk has not been an exception.
Three years ago, while reeling under com-
petitive forces in the market, it felt the need
to improve its operational efficiencies. The
supply chain, the backbone of Mebrisk was
handicapped by an inefficient forecasting
system (which was the basis for produc-
tion, procurement and stocking decisions),
delayed availability of data on products
and stocks, a misaligned performance
measurement system for the factory (the
measures had no relevance to satisfying
customer needs).

Surely, considerable amount of time
ami effort would have been spent on re-
solving inter-functional conflicts. The re-
sults were there for anyone to see: signifi-
cant forecasting error, mismatch between
market requirements and inventories and
an inflexible attitude at the factory. What
was required for Mebrisk was a system that
provided information on all the relevant

supply chain parameters, perhaps, on a
real-time basis, which would provide:
• A common database for all func-
tions/departments to aid decision-mak-
ing and resolve inter-functional disputes.
• A flexible manufacturing set-up that
reacted fast to the market and is not con-
strained by manufacturing efficiencies.
• A shortened planning horizon which
would reduce the ill-effects of forecasting
errors, and allow managers to concentrate
on value-adding activities rather than
'chasing' data.

Parthiv Vyas, the man who took over the
operation and finance function in 1997,
recognised the needs of the company cor-
rectly.Asa pre-requisite all the depots, facto-
ries, regions and the head office were net-
worked. Vyas changed the method of
planning, realigned the factory performance
measures to be market-oriented, created
buffer stock points to take care of product-
mix variations. His decisions were proved
right by the fact that stocks were in sync and
the working capital reduced from 33% of
turnover to 3%,which isvery Significant, and
the production function became flexible
enough to meet market requirements.

The decision about creating separate
zonal stock points may be questionable but
the project was definitely a success. The in-
vestment in IT for this project was quite sig-
nificant (Rs 17 crore). But then, the benefits
justify it. Looking back after three years, the
investment in the project appears to be
high. The price of enterprise resource plan-
ning, for example, is about 50% of what it
was four years back. Should this mean that
organisations need to wait for three years to
take any IT initiative?

Three years for an organisation in a rap-
idly changing market environment is a long
period. The benefits that have accrued in
terms of improved supplies to market and
reduced inventories have justified the in-
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vestment in IT. While these are quantifiable
benefits, it is important to understand and
appreciate that Mebrisk as a company has
built the capability to become market-ori-
ented (and not manufacturing-dictated), to
use new technology and weave IT into the
main fabric of its business.

Now Mebrisk is capable of further for-
ays into the use ofIT. It is the experience of
introducing, familiarising and integrating
IT into the main business, which is the
most valuable benefit that has been
gained from earlier investments. IT has
not been left as a standalone cell engaged
in processing data.

The next initiative will be to look at
e-commerce based on Net technologies
which offer a exciting cost -efficient supply
chain models where trading on the Inter-
net is child's play with benefits of speed
and almost zero cost of transactions (bar-
ring physical movement of goods). Unlike
most firms, Mebrisk has the experience in
dealing with organisation-wide changes,
and e-commerce is one of them.

E-business helps organisations to op-
erate at a never-imaginable rate of agility.
A critical question: when should a com-
pany go in for e-business? Option one: The
market is highly dynamic and hence, the
responsiveness of an organisation re-
quires e-speed. Option two: The market is
not that dynamic but the company e-en-
abies the processes to set new rules in the
market and gives customers more than
what they expected. Either of these two al-
ternatives requires a high level of change
management, more so the second option.
With experience behind them, Mebrisk
has developed the capability to manage
quantum changes. Hence, it can leap into
the future with a high level of optimism.

Could Mebrisk have adopted e-com-
merce initiatives had they not gone through
the first phase of change? Difficult to an-
swer with certainty, but based on the expe-
rience oflarge and mature (old) organisa-
tions, one can boldly say the risks of failure
would have been far higher and hence, the
costs too. The leadership organisations are
those that set the trend, albeit at a higher
initial cost, but that is a small price to pay
for long- term success. _


